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Chapter 2 – Text Formatting One Mark Questions:



01. Which key is used to make the selected text bold? A) Ctrl + C



B) Ctrl + B



C) Ctrl + T



D) Ctrl + A



C) Ctrl + B



D) Ctrl + U



02. Which key is used to make the selected text italic? A) Ctrl + S



B) Ctrl + I



03. Which key is used to make the selected text underlined? A) Ctrl + I



B) Ctrl + A



C) Ctrl + U



D) Ctrl + B



C)



D)



C)



D)



C)



D)



C) A



D) B



04. In StarOffice Writer, to make text bold, click A)



B)



05. In StarOffice Writer, to make text italic, click A)



B)



06. In StarOffice Writer, to make text underline, click A)



B)



07. To remove the bold property from the text, click A) &



B) C



08. In StarOffice Writer, almost all the formatting options are available under the menu. A) Format



B) File



C) Edit



D) Tools



09. To open the Character dialog box, use A) File  Character



B) Tools  Character C) Edit  Character



D) Format  Character



10. Which method is used to make several changes at once or to preview the changes before applying them? A) Icons



B) keybord shortcut



C) Style



D) Dialog box



11. Text can be made bold, italic or underlined by clicking on A) Format



Page



B) Format



Style



C) Format



Character D) Format



Paragraph



12. To outline text, to highlight individual words, quotations of references, one can apply various types of A) Selecting



B) Word processing



C) Editing



D) Formatting



C) hygienic



D) hetrotonous



13. What is the appearance of a text without formatting? A) monotonous



B) hypertonus



14. The most common types of text formatting are A) Bold, Italic and Underlined C) Alignment, Indent and Line spacing



B) Styles and Bullets D) Bullets and Numbering



15. Text can be made bold, italic or underlined by selecting an option from the list box A) Style



B) Typeface



C) Format



D) Character



16. How many types of formatting available in StarWriter? A) 2



B) 3



C) 4



D) many



17. Which of the following has two types? A) Line spacing



B) Alignment



C) Formatting D) Indenting



18. Before using any formatting options, the text has to be A) copied



B) edited



C) selected



19. Set of characters and numbers in a certain style is called a A) Font



B) Style



C) Class



D) moved [Oct 2007] D) Character



20. A font is which of the following in a certain style. A) only set of characters



B) only set of numbers C) Both A and B



D) None of the above



21. Which font looks professional and are suited for business documents? A) Fajita



B) Arial



C) Wingding



D) Times New Roman



22. The default font used in StarOffice Writer is A) Thorndale



B) Symbols



C) Times New Roman D) Fajita



23. The fonts, like Symbol and Wingdings are actually sets of A) symbols



B) equations



C) numbers



D) colors



24. Which fonts can be used to insert special characters in the document? A) Arial



B) Fajita



C) Symbol



D) Times New Roman



25. The decorative font in StarOffice Writer is A) Fajita



B) Times New Roman C) Windings



D) Symbols



26. To use different text colors, which icon is to be selected? A)



B)



C)



D)



27. Part of word processing skill is choosing an appropriate A) font size



B) font



C) colour



D) options



C) font



D) margin



C) 1/5 inch



D) 1/6 inch



C) 12



D) 62



C) points



D) millimeter



28. Which looks different from other? A) formatting



B) paragraph



29. The size of a letter with 72 points to an inch is A) 1/7 inch



B) ¼ inch



30. The default font size used in StarOffice Writer is A) 82



B) 42



31. The size of a font is measured in A) inches



B) centimeter



32. In StarOffice Writer, the number of points to an inch is A) 27



B) 12



C) 72



D) 62



33. To apply the current color, select the text and click on the A) arrow in the Highlighting icon C) arrow in the Font Colour icon



B) Font Colour icon D) Highlighting Color icon



34. To use a different text color, select the text and click on the A) arrow in the Highlighting icon C) arrow in the Font Colour icon



B) Font Colour icon D) Highlighting Color icon



35. Which dialog box is opened to change the font in StarOffice Writer? A) Style



B) Fonts



C) Format



D) Character



36. Which printer is required to get the hard copy of the document in colour? A) Inkjet



B) Colour



C) Dot matrix



D) Laser



37. In StarOffice Writer, to change the font, click the arrow in which combo box of the character dialog box A) Character



B) Format



C) Font



D) Style



C) color



D) length



38. Which of the text is important? A) width



B) size



39. A document with colour, will be printed in a black - and - white printer as A) shades of black



B) shades of gray



C) shades of colour



D) shades of white



40. some splash can be added to the documents by changing the A) colour of text



B) alignment of text



C) margin settings



D) all ofthese



41. In StarOffice Writer, to call attention to key ideas or point in a document use A) Indenting



B) Formatting



C) Numbering



D) Highlighting



42. Which is useful to review or find the key points in a document? A) Style



B) Indenting



C) Bullets



D) Highlighting



43. Which icon is selected to highlight the selected text in StarOffice Writer? A) Indent



B) Highlighting



C) Font Color



D) Text Color



44. To remove the highlighting, select the text and select which of the following from the colour palette A) Clear



B) No Fill



C) Remove



D) None



45. What is displayed, when the mouse button is clicked on the Highlighting icon and held down? A) screen



B) colour palette



C) alert message



D) dialog box



46. Which highlighter pen is used mark important portions in a book or magazine? A) green



B) yellow



C) orange



D) red



47. The two types of formatting are A) Hard return, Soft return C) Hard formatting, Soft formatting



B) Absolute, Relative D) Portrait, Landscape



48. Which of the following is inserted as line breaks by StarWriter A) Soft formatting



B) Hard return



C) Soft returns



D) Hard Formatting



C) Hard return



D) Hard formatting



C) hard formatting



D) soft return



49. Which are adjusted when text is added or deleted? A) Soft formatting



B) Soft return



50. A paragraph is any text followed by a A) hard return



B) soft formatting



51. Which of the following is inserted every time when Enter is pressed A) soft return



B) hard return



C) soft formatting



D) hard formatting



52. In StarOfficeWriter, the key pressed to enter a hard return is A) space bar



B) enter



C) backspace



D) esc



C) paragraph



D) word



C) number



D) word



53. Any text followed by a hard return is a A) line



B) document



54. A single line, for instance, can be a A) page



B) paragraph



55. The paragraph takes on the formatting of the following paragraph, when you delete the A) Paragraph marker



B) insertion point



C) document marker



D) record pointer



56. Which is useful for setting off a paragraph from the main body text? A) highlighting C) hanging indent



B) paragraph alignment D) left indent



57. In StarOffice Writer , each paragraph can give different A) tab settings



B) margin settings



C) font settings



D) line settings



58. To get the paragraph dialog box, select the command A) File



Page view



C) Format



B) Format



Page



D) Edit



Paragraph



Paragraph



59. One of the most common formatting changes for a paragraph is A) Indent



B) Bullets & Numbers C) Alignment



D) LineSpace



60. How many types of alignment can be selected for StarOffice Writer text? A) 2



B) 5



C) 4



D) 3



61. Which keyboard shortcut is used for left align the text? A) Ctrl + R



B) Ctrl + L



C) Ctrl + J



D) Ctrl + A



62. Which keyboard shortcut is used to right align the text? A) Ctrl + J



B) Ctrl + L



C) Ctrl + R



D) Ctrl + A



63. Which key combination is used to center a paragraph? A) Ctrl + C



B) Ctrl + R



C) Ctrl + E



D) Ctrl + j



64. In StarOfficeWriter key combination used for justifying the selected paragraph is A) Ctrl + C



B) Ctrl + E



C) Ctrl + B



D) Ctrl + J



C) right



D) left



C) left



D) justify



C) Right



D) Justified



65. Newspaper banner text usually aligned to A) justify



B) center



66. What is the use of the keyboard shortcut Ctrl + J? A) center



B) right



67. If both margins are even then the alignment is called A) Centered



B) Left



68. In StarOffice Writer, which of the following keyboard shortcut is not used to change alignment of paragraphs? A) Ctrl + J



B) Ctrl + C



C) Ctrl + E



D) Ctrl + R



C) right aligned



D) justify aligned



69. When typing in StarWriter, all the text is A) center aligned



B) left aligned



70. In StarOffice Writer, the best way to make a paragraph alignment change is to use the A) Character dialog box



B) Keyboard shortcuts C) Paragraph dialog box D) Formatting Toolbar



71. In addition to formatting individual chunks of text, one can also format the A) paragraphs



B) documents



C) lines



D) tables



72. Which can be thought as the storehouse for all formatting options for that paragraph? A) end of document marker B) insertion point



C) paragraph marker D) mouse pointer



73. The paragraph options of a paragraph are carried down to the next paragraph when you press A) Control



B) Enter



C) Backspace



D) Delete



74. In StarOffice Writer, to close the paragraph dialog box click on the button A) Finish



B) Done



C) Close



D) Ok



75. Which one of the following helps in providing the document more readability? A) Bullets



B) Line spacing



C) Indentation



D) Highlighting



76. Which changes are most appropriate for headings or other special paragraphs in the document? A) Line Spacing



B) Highlighting



C) Indenting



D) Alignment



77. StarOffice Writer automatically renumbers all the items in the list, and the text is A) indented



B) removed



C) highlighted



D) selected



78. In StarOffice Writer, when a bullet is created the text is A) highlighted



B) indented



C) selected



D) deleted



79. In StarOffice Writer, to make a long document easy and inviting to read, use A)Styles



B) Highlighting



C) indents



D) bullets & Numbers



C) Add decimal



D) Add Indent



80. Which button is clicked to increase the indent? A) Increase Indent



B) Increase decimal



81. To indent the paragraph from the left margin, click the icon A) increase decimal



B) Add Indent



C) Add decimal



D) Increase Indent



82. Which icon is clicked if the indent is too much or if one wants to undo the indent? A) Delete Indent



B) Remove Indent



C) Reduce decimal



D) Decrease Indent



83. Each time when increase indent icon is clicked, the paragraph is indented by A) 1 inch



B) ½ inch



C) ¼ inch



D) 2 inch



84. In StarOffice Writer, if the increase indent icon is clicked twice, the paragraph is indented by A) 2 inch



B) 1 inch



C) 4 inch



D) ½ inch



85. To change the amount of indent, use A) Formatting toolbar C) Page Style dialog box



B) Paragraph dialog box D) Either A or B



86. Which must be used to indent the text from the left or right or special kind of indent? A) Paragraph dialog box C) Both A and b



B) Formatting Toolbar D) Keyboard shortcuts



87. Which menu option is used to indent the text? A) Format



Paragraph



B) Format



Page



C) Format



Character D) Format



Font



88. Which tab is selected in the Paragraph dialog box for indenting text? A) Style



B) Paragraph



C) Indents and Spacing D) Page



89. Which tab should selected in the paragraph dialog box to change the line spacing in StarOffice Writer? A) Format



Paragraph



B) Indents and Spacing



C) Format



Line spacing



D) Line spacing



90. To indent the line of the paragraph, which option in the paragraph dialog box is be used? A) Hanging



B) First line



C) After text



D) Before text



91. The visual clue that helps the reader to see how the document is divided into paragraphs is A) First line indent



B) Left indent



C) Paragraph indent



D) Hanging indent



92. To indent from the left, type the amount to be indented in the spin box A) Before text



B) From right



C) From left



D) After text



93. To indent text from the right, use the spin arrows to enter the amount in the spin box A) After text



B) From left



C) From right



D) Before text



94. If the first line hangs outside the paragraph then it is called A) paragraph indent



B) text indent



C) hanging indent



D) first line indent



95. A negative value in the First line option, will result in A) document indent



B) paragraph indent



C) first line indent



D) hanging indent



C) hanging indent



D) numbered indent



96. The special kind of indent used for numbered list is a )right indent



B) left indent



97. Which value in the First line option, will result in a hanging indent? A) zero



B) negative



C) positive



D) decimal



98. To change the line spacing in StarOffice Writer, select A) View



Paragraph



C) Format



B) Edit



Paragraph



Format



D) Paragraph



Paragraph



Format



99. In StarOffice Writer, the required line spacing option can be selected from which drop - down list box A) Paragraph



B) Line spacing



C) Indents



D) Spacing



C) 1.5 lines



D) Fixed



100. In StarOffice Writer, the default line spacing is A) Al least



B) Single



101. How many line spacing options are available in StarOffice Writer? A) 6



B) 8



C) 3



D) 7



102. Which spacing works well for short documents such as letters and memos? A) Double



B) Proportional



C) Leading



D) Single



103. Which of the following line spacing option is not available in StarOffice Writer? A) Leading, Fixed C) Portrait, Landscape



B) Single line, Double D) Proportional, At least



104. StarOffice Writer provides various styles for the bullets and numbers, which can be selected using A) Edit



Bullets and Numbering



C) Format



Bullets and numbering



B) Format D) Edit



Numbering and Bullets Numbering and Bullets



105. Bullet and numbering option is available under A) File



B) Edit



C) Format



D) View



106. Which are used to list the important points and messages? A) Style and Highlighting C) Indents and Spacing



B) Bullets & Numbers D) Fonts and Sizes



107. In StarOffice Writer document, which precedes each item in the list? A) Line



B) Bullet



C) Indent



D) Space



108. Which button is used to create a bulleted list in StarOffice Writer? A) Bullets



B) Numbers



C) Bulleting



D) Numbering



C) bullets



D) Numbering



109. Which indent is useful for bullet lists? A) paragraph



B) hanging



110. In the Bullets and Numbering dialog box, which tab displays the various options for bullets? A) Bullets Style



B) Numbering



C) Bullets



D) Numbering Style



C) blank line



D) each word



C) sentence



D) word



111. StarOffice Writer will add bullets to A) each sentence



B) each line



112. StarOffice Writer will add bullets to each A) line



B) paragraph



113. Which button is clicked to remove bullets from a list in StarOffice Writer? A) Delete



B) Bullets



C) Bulleting



D) Remove Bullets



114. In StarOffice Writer, which work well for directions? A) Numbered List



B) Indent



C) Bulleted List



D) Style



C) Bulleted List



D) Style



115. To create a series of steps one can create a A) Numbered list



B) Indent



116. For which of the following StarOffice Writer renumbers the paragraphs if one adds or deletes an item? A) numbered list



B) bulleted list



C) style list



D) Fill command



117. In StarOffice Writer, Which button is used to create a numbered list? A) Numbering



B) Bullets



C) Numbers



D) Bulleting



118. In StarOffice Writer, the various styles for the numbers is displayed in the tab A) Numbering style



B) Numbering type



C) Bullets



D) Bullets Style



119. For items that appear in a specific order one can create a A) Bulleted lists



B) Numbered lists



C) Style



D) Indent



120. In StarOffice Writer, to remove numbers for a list, select the list and click the button A) Remove Numbers



B) Numbering



C) Numbers



D) Delete



121. Which dialog box displays various styles for the bullets and numbers in StarOffice Writer? A) Bullets C) Bullets and Numbering



B) Numbering and Bullets D) Numbering Style



122. In StarOffice Writer, the Bullets button is on the A) Numbering / Bullets toolbar C) Editing toolbar



B) Formatting toolbar D) Dialog box



123. The fastest way to create a bulleted list is to use the A) Formatting toolbar C) Bullets and Numbering dialog



B) Paragraph dialog box D) Either A or C



124. A named set of defaults for formatting text is A) Formatting



B) Style



C) Character



D) Defaults



125. An alternative way of formatting text in StarOffice Writer is using the A) Styles



B) Editing



C) Highlighting



D) Indenting



126. Which is more useful if several documents, each running into several pages are to be formatted? A) Alignment



B) Highlighting



C) Indenting



D) Style



127. In StarOffice, the set of defaults for formatting the text is A) Bullets



B) Style



C) Tools



D) Format



128. Which is easier when a format has to be used at several points within the text? A) Alignment



B) Style



C) Indenting



D) Highlighting



C) Format menu



D) Style list



129. The style can be applied to the text, using the A) Typeface list



B) Style menu



130. In StarOffice Writer, which require more advanced planning? A) Charts



B) Alignment



C) Highlighting



D) Styles



131. Which needs to be created initially only then it can be applied to the text? A) Style



B) Highlighting



C) Fonts



D) Indents



132. The advantages of working with this can really be appreciated when making extensive formatting changes A) Styles



B) Indenting



C) Highlighting



D) Alignment



133. Which of the following are provided by StarOffice Writer for the bullets and numbers? A) colors



B) fonts



C) styles



D) sizes



C) StarWriter



D) C++



134. Which has an on - line help facility? A) StarOffice



B) Windows



135. The on - line help facility of StarOffice can be used by clicking on the menu A) Window



B) Help



C) Format



D) Tools



136. To open the StarOffice help, choose the menu command A) Tools C) Help



Help Choose Help



B) Help



StarOffice Help



D) Help



Content



137. In which window the content changes depending on what is being done in the main window? A) Star Help



B) Help Agent



C) Online Help



D) Help System



138. Which of the following is not a help system provided by StarOffice 8? A) Tool Tip



B) Online help



C) Help Tips



D) Extended Help Tips



C) Help - line



D) On - line



139. Which help facility is available in StarOffice? A) Help



B) Off - line



140. Which keyboard shortcut is used to display Help in StarOfficeWritter? A) F1



B) F7



C) Shift + F1



D) Ctrl + F1



141. To view a brief description of what a command or icon does, press A) Shift + F1



B) Alt + F1



C) Ctrl + F1



D) F1



142. While you perform a complex task, which opens the help topic for the task automatically? A) Auto Help



B) StarOffice 8



C) Online Help



D) Help Agent



143. If some text is highlighted and the Bold icon is clicked, which displays help about the Bold formatting option? A) Extended Tip



B) Help Tip



C) Online Help



D) Help Agent



144. Which is displayed on the StarOffice screen in small window? A) Extended Tip



B) Online Help



C) Help Tip



D) Help Agent



145. Rest the mouse pointer over a menu command or over any icon to display a A) Help Agent



B) Extended Tip



C) Help Tip



D) Online Help



146. Which keyboard shortcut is used to obtain Help Agent? A) F1



B) Shift + F1



C) Ctrl + F1



D) none



Summary:  There are two types of formatting (i.e.) hard formatting and soft formatting.  Changing the text style - bold, italic, underlined, and the font properties - size, colour are the commonly used formatting changes.  Paragraph alignment can be of the following four types. 1) Left alignment 2) Right alignment 3) Justification 4) Centering  Indentation helps in providing the document more readability.  The spacing between the lines in a StarOffice Writer document can easily be changed.  Bullets and Numbers are used to list the important points and messages.  An alternate method of formatting refers to creating a particular style and applying it quickly to a document instead of making individual changes to the line spacing, paragraph alignment, indentation etc.  StarOffice has an on - line help facility. This facility can be used by clicking on the Help menu. Fill in the blanks:



1. 2. 3. 4. 5.



The size of a font is measured in ___ and there are __ points to and inch.



[points, 72]



The ____ printer is required to get the hard copy of the document in colour.



[colour]



________ feature is used to mark the important portions of the document.



[Highlighting]



________ key combination is used for justifying the selected paragraph.



[CTRL+ J]



The ________ is a named set of defaults for formatting text.



[Style]



Two Mark Question & Answers



1. What is the purpose of text formatting?  A text without any special formatting can have a monotonous appearance.  To outline text, to highlight individual words, quotations or references or to separate certain parts of text, various types of formatting can be applied.



2. Mention the common formatting options available in StarOffice writer Bold, Italic and Underlined are the most common types of text formatting. Icon



To make text



Press



Bold



Ctrl + B



Italic



Ctrl + I



Underlined



Ctrl + U



3. What are the formatting changes that can be made with respect to the fonts? The formatting changes that can be made with respect to the fonts are  Changing the font type  Changing the font size  Changing font color



4. How will you change the font type?  Use Format  Character to open the Character dialog box.  Click the down arrow in the Font Combo box of font tab in Character dialog box.  From the list of available font, click the required one  The text changes to the selected font.



.



5. How will you change the font size?  Use Format  Character to open the Character dialog box.  Click the down arrow in the Size combo box of Font tab in Character dialog box.  The text changes to the selected font size



.



6. What is the use or purpose of highlighting the text?  Highlighting the text can be used to call attention to key ideas or pointers in a document.  The highlighted sections are used to review or find the key points in the document.



7. How will you change the font colour?  To use a different text color, select the text and click the arrow in the Font Colour icon .  A colour palette is displayed from which the required colour be selected.  Alternatively, select the text and click on the Font colour icon, to apply the current colour of the Font Colour.



8. How will you highlighting the text?  To highlight the selected text, the highlighting icon is selected and then needed color is clicked. StarOfficeWriter now applies the highlighting.  When the mouse button is clicked on the above icon and held down a colour palette is displayed from which the required colour can be selected.  To remove the highlighting, the needed text is selected and then the No Fill option is selected from the color palette.



9. What is the difference between hard return and soft return? Hard Return A paragraph is any text followed by a hard return.



Soft Return Soft returns are inserted as line break by star office writer.



A hard return is inserted every time when ENTER key is Soft returns are inserted when text is added or deleted . pressed.



10. What is paragraph marker?  The paragraph marker is the storehouse for all the formatting options for that paragraph Each time, Enter is pressed, the paragraph options for the paragraph are carried down to the next paragraph.  If a paragraph marker is deleted the paragraph takes on the formatting of the following paragraph.



11. What is the difference between hard formatting and soft formatting? S.No 1



2



Hard Formatting



Soft Formatting



Hard format is obtained by applying an attribute directly to a portion of text.



Soft formatting applies a style to the text. The style is named set of defaults for formatting text.



Hard formatting is more appropriate for one time use.



Soft formatting with styles is always preferable if you are applying several formats at the same time and /or if you need to use a format at several points within your text.



12. What are the difference types of paragraph alignment in staroffice writer? S.NO



Alignment



Icon



Keyboard Shortcut



1



Left (default)



Ctrl + L



2



Right



Ctrl + R



3



Center



Ctrl + E



4



Justify



Ctrl + J



Example Tamil - Language Computer Science Tamil- Language Computer Science Tamil- Language Computer Science Tamil- Language Computer Science



13. What is meant by indenting the text?  To make a long document easy and inviting to read, some of the paragraph-formatting features described in this section, including indents can be used.



 This visual clue helps the reader to see how the document is divided into paragraphs.  The paragraphs also indented, such as quotations that are set apart from the main document text.  Indentation helps in providing the document more readability. 14. How will you indent text with the toolbar?  The left indent is useful for setting off a paragraph from the main body text  The toolbar can be used to set the indent. On clicking the increase Indent icon ½ inch from the left margin.  The button again can be clicked to increase the indent .  Each time the button is clicked , the paragraph is indented another ½ inch.



the paragraph is indented



 If the indent is too much or if one wants to undo the indent , the Decrease Indent icon decrease or undo the indents.



is clicked to



15. Mention the line spacing options available in StarOfficeWriter? 1. Single line 2. 1.5 line 3. Double 4. Proportional 5. At least 6. Leading 7. Fixed 16. What is meant by hanging indent?  Hanging Indent is a special kind of indent that can be used for numbered list.  In Paragraph dialog box the first line option can be used to indent the line of a paragraph. Using spin arrows, if a positive value is specified, the first line will be indented.  A negative value will result in a Hanging Indent. That is, the first line will hang outside the paragraph.



17. How will you change the line spacing in star office writer?     



Select the paragraph(s) that needs to be changed. Select Format  Paragraph, the Indents & Spacing dialog box appears on the screen. Click on the Indents & Spacing tab if necessary Click on the line spacing drop-down list box, and select the required line spacing option Click the ok button.



18. How will you create bulleted list? The fastest way to create a bulleted list is to be use the Bullets button on the Formatting toolbar. i. Select the text that to which bullets are to be added. ii. The Star Office Writer will add bullets to each paragraph within the selection, and not to each line. iii. StrOffice Writer will add bullets to any blank within the selection. iv. Click on the Bullets icon



from the formatting tool bar, Star Office Writer creates a bulleted list.



Example: Star Office Writer Star Office Calc Star Office Base Star Office Impress



19. How will you remove the bullets or numbers ?  To remove bullets from a list, the list is selected and the Bullets button



is clicked.



 To remove numbers from a list, the list is selected and the Numbering button



is clicked.



20. How will you create numbered list? [Mar 2008, Jun 2009] Following steps are used to create a numbered list. i. Select the text to be numbered. The Star Office Writer will number each paragraph. ii. Blank lines within the selection will be numbered. iii. Click Example: 1. 2. 3. 4.



icon to create a numbered list. Tamil English Maths Computer Science



21. How will you apply different styles for bullets and numbers?  StarOffice Writer provides various styles for the bullets and numbers, which can be selected using Format  Bullets and Numbering.  Bullets and Numbering dialog box appears.  Using the various options available for bullets and numbers the user can select the desired one.



22. What is a style?  A style is a named set of defaults for formatting text. This is an alternative way of formatting text.  If the several documents, each running into several pages are to be formatted in a particular style, then a style is more useful.  This type of formatting is also easier when a format has to be used at several points within the text.



23. What are the several help systems available in StarOffice? 1. Online help 2. Help Agent 3. Help Tips 4. Extended Help Tips



24. What is help agent?    



The Help agent opens the help topic for the given task. It automatically appears when we perform complex task. The Help Agent is displayed on the screen in a small window. The content of Help Agent window changes depending on what is being done in the main window.



Five Mark Question & Answers 1. Explain the various types of paragraph alignments that can be made?  In addition to formatting individual chunks of text, one can also format the paragraphs.  One of the most common changes is to change the alignment of a paragraph.  A paragraph is any text followed by a hard return.(A hard return is inserted every time when Enter is pressed. Soft returns are inserted as line breaks by StarOffice Writer and are adjusted when text is added or deleted.)  A single line, for instance, can be a paragraph. One can apply the paragraph formatting options to a single paragraph or to several paragraphs.  Each paragraph, for example, can give different tab settings.  Also, each time Enter is pressed, the paragraph options for that paragraph are carried down to the next paragraph. And if a paragraph marker is deleted the paragraph takes on the formatting of the following paragraph.  If one types a line, center it, and press Enter, the next line is centered as well. If a double-spaced paragraph is followed by a single-spaced paragraph, delete the paragraph mark at the end of the first paragraph, the paragraph will then be single- spaced.  This is confusing for beginners who wonder how a paragraph got formatted without anyone making a change.  One can think of the paragraph marker as the storehouse for all formatting options for that paragraph.  When typing in StarOffice Writer, all text is left aligned, and the right margin is ragged or uneven.  For most text, this alignment works great. For other paragraphs, one may want to make a change.  For instance, one can center the document title or right align text like a newspaper banner.  The text in the paragraphs can be justified to keep both margins even. To change the Paragraph alignment:  Four types of alignment can be selected, and the best way to make a change is to use the Formatting toolbar.  To change the alignment of one paragraph, first click within that paragraph. To change the alignment of several paragraphs, select the ones needing change. Do one of the following, S.NO



Alignment



Icon



Keyboard Shortcut



1



Left (default)



Ctrl + L



2



Right



Ctrl + R



3



Center



Ctrl + E



4



Justify



Ctrl + J



Example Tamil - Language Computer Science Tamil- Language Computer Science Tamil- Language Computer Science Tamil- Language Computer Science



2. How will you indent the text using paragraph dialog box? Indenting Text with the Paragraph Dialog Box: If one wants to indent from the left and right or if one wants to create a special kind of indent, a different method is used. The Paragraph dialog box must be used. i. Move the insertion point to the beginning of the paragraph to be indented. To indent several paragraphs, select those paragraphs. ii. Select Format  Paragraph command. iii. Click the Indents & Spacing tab in the Paragraph dialog box. iv. Do any one of the following.



 To indent from the left, type the amount to be indented in the Before text spin box or use the spin arrows to select a value.  To indent text from the right, type the amount or use the After text spin arrows to enter the amount in the spin box.  Click the OK button. v. The First line option can be used to indent the line of the paragraph. Using the spin arrows, if a positive value is specified, the first line will be indented. A negative value will result in a hanging indent; that is, the first line will hang outside the paragraph. 3. Explain creating, removing and applying different styles for bullets and numbered lists in Star Office Writer?  One way to set off a list of points or topics in a document is to create a bulleted list. A bullet precedes each item in the list, and the text is indented. One can also create a numbered list. Numbered lists work well for directions or other points one want to present in sequence. StarOffice Writer automatically numbers all the items in a list, and the text is indented. Creating a Bulleted List: The fastest way to create a bulleted list is to be use the Bullets button on the Formatting toolbar. v. Select the text that to which bullets are to be added. vi. The Star Office Writer will add bullets to each paragraph within the selection, and not to each line. vii. StrOffice Writer will add bullets to any blank within the selection. viii. Click on the Bullets icon from the formatting tool bar, Star Office Writer creates a bulleted list. Example: Star Office Writer Star Office Calc Star Office Base Star Office Impress Creating a Numbered List:  For items that appear in a specific order, such as a series of steps, one can create a numbered list. StarOffice Writer will add the numbers automatically and also indent the paragraphs so that the text is aligned properly. All one has to do is click the Numbering icon .  Another great thing about a numbered list is that if one adds or deletes an item within the list, StarOffice Writer renumbers the list. Following steps are used to create a numbered list. iv. Select the text to be numbered. The Star Office Writer will number each paragraph. v. Blank lines within the selection will be numbered. vi. Click icon to create a numbered list. Example: 5. Tamil 6. English 7. Maths 8. Computer Science To remove the Bullets and Numbered list:  To remove bullets from a list, the list is selected and the Bullets button



is clicked again.



 To remove numbers for a list, select the list and click the Numbering button . The different styles for Bullets and Numbers can be applied, Star Office Writer provides various styles for the bullets and numbers, which can be selected using  Format  Bullets and Numbering.  Bullets and Numbering dialog box appears on the screen.  Using the various options available for bullets and numbers we can select the desired one.
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